Introductory
darkness in which the victory of General Franco has been
necessary if civilization is to be preserved. To the Left,
sympathy for the Left has been a primary article of faith.
The Labour Party was prepared, always with heavy doubt,
to acquiesce in non-intervention, provided that it could
become real; after the summer of 1937, it threw over-
board that acquiescence. The working-classes have
provided thousands of volunteers for the Spanish
Government, and those who have died fighting on
its behalf are regarded as martyrs to the cause of
democracy. They arouse no such emotion on the Right.
Indeed, on the whole issue, the two sides seem to have
no common premisses between them. At best, the Right
would regard the victory of the constitutional Spanish
Government as full of difficulty, and its defeat as a prob-
lem in negotiation not incapable of solution by skilful
diplomacy. To the Left, anything short of a complete
victory for the Government forces would be an irre-
parable disaster. Their triumph is, as its leaders em-
phasize, the key to the survival of democratic liberties
in Europe. The policy of the British Government has
therefore aroused its passionate hostility* It has created
suspicions deeper than any British action since interven-
tion in Russia at the close of the war,	'
Why is there this cleavage? At bottom, the answer
is that the things for which General Franco stands are
approved by the Right, while those against which he is
in tombat are approved by the Left. The Right prefers
to see the defeat of democracy in Spain rather than risk,
in its victory, the admission of the authority of an electecl
popular Government to alter the foundations of property.
The Left recognizes increasingly that the defeat of
Government would be a fatal blow to that authority. It
is difficult not to feel that each sees the relevance of its
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